Abstract-Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is necessitated for many networked application systems in order to prevent from cyber threats. The signature based Network Intrusion and Detection System (NIDS) works on packet inspection and pattern matching mechanisms for the detection of malicious content in network traffic. The rapid growth of high speed networks in data centers demand an efficient high speed packet processing mechanism which is also capable of malicious packets detection. In this paper, we proposed a framework GDPI for efficient packet processing which inspects all incoming packet's payload with known signature patterns, commonly available is Snort. The framework is developed using enhanced GPU programming techniques, such as asynchronous packet processing using streams, minimizing CPU to GPU latency using pinned memory and zero copy, and memory coalescing with shared memory which reduces read operation from global memory of the GPU. The overall performance of GDPI is tested on heterogeneous NVIDIA GPUs, like Tegra Tk1, GTX 780, and Tesla K40 and observed that the highest throughput is achieved with Tesla K40. The design code of GDPI is made available for research community.
I. INTRODUCTION
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) is a challenging task which involves network packet filtering mechanism. The incoming packets specially the payload part is inspected for malicious content. The payload of packet is processed in order to determine the authenticity of the packet at application layer. This process of payload inspection needs to be effective and efficient in terms of speed. The packet payload inspection is performed repeatedly for every incoming packet. Considering the wide scale usage of DPI application, a significant high speed packet processing mechanism is needed.
Existing techniques of DPI systems use Graphic Processing Units (GPUs) [1] - [3] for performance improvement in terms of high throughput. Despite of its speedup and performance efficiency, deployment of DPI method over GPUs using CUDA C-programming platform is quite thought-provoking for developers. GPUs are also used in various computation-intensive applications like IP lookup, general packet classification [9] and pattern matching for DPI systems. Pattern matching consumes 70% [5] of the execution time which can be reduced by exploiting parallelism in GPUs.Various algorithms have been proposed for pattern matching [4] - [6] such as Rabin Karp [7] , Knuth-Morris-Pratt (KMP) [8] , [9] developed with CUDA C programming platform.
Most of the DPI systems such as Gnort [10] , and other system are not open source [11] that can be used. There is an extensive need for efficient DPI mechanism which fully exploits GPU functionality using modern GPU programming techniques. The DPI system must consists of modular programming approach so newer pattern matching algorithms can be integrated to check the efficiency and should be available for further investigation.
In this paper, the research is motivated with above mentioned challenges and requirements. To this end,a framework is proposed named "GDPI" for deep packet inspection.The general architecture of GDPI is briefly shown in Fig. 1 . The caching [12] , [13] of incoming network packets boost the network performance as stream of packet is transferred from CPU memory to GPU memory. The asynchronous call of CUDA functions increases the transfer speed as CPU is not locked while streams are transferred to GPU memory for further packet processing.The framework used two common methods for packet transfer that is pinned memory and zero copy mechanisms. The packets are processed to identify malicious contents in the payload of packet using known patterns or signatures. We used an open source SNORT [14] database for known malicious patterns or signatures. The incoming packet's payload is inspected using open source CUDA based pattern matching algorithms, KMP and Rabin Karp. The framework is designed considering modular programming approach in a way that either of pattern matching algorithms,KMP or Rabin Karp can be selected for the patterns to be matched.The modular approach facilitates the integration of different pattern matching algorithms as per need.The memory coalescing technique is used for patterns residing in GPU shared memory to be matched with incoming packets, which also reduces the read operations and increases the overall packet processing speed. If packet payload contains malicious content, it is dropped or discarded otherwise forwarded to the next hop. Table 1 briefly elaborates the research challenges, goals and research contributions of this paper. The main contribution of this paper are:
• Developed an efficient and effective open source GPU based DPI solution for research community.
• Used a modular programming approach considering the selection of either of pattern matching algorithm • Enhanced GPU programming techniques like asynchronous stream processing, zero copy, memory coalescing used to fully exploit parallelism.
• Performed extensive experiments using heterogeneous NVIDIA GPUs like Jetson Tk1, GTX 780, and Tesla K40.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II consists of related work which discusses the recent trends in high performance intrusion detection systems, regular expression matching methods for deep packet inspection, packet processing techniques on GPUs, pattern matching algorithms for DPI and machine learning methods used for DPI. Section III contains the proposed Methodology which includes packet capturing, packet transfer from CPU memory to GPU memory and pattern matching. Finally, Section IV includes the experiments performed using different NVIDIA GPUs. Section V follows with conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
We divide the related work in four broad categories.Each category briefly elaborates the approaches used in DPI systems. The categories are: high performance intrusion detection, regular expression matching for DPI, packet processing using GPUs, pattern matching algorithms over GPUs, and machine learning methods for DPI. Table 2 briefly explains the feature comparison of proposed framework with existing solutions.
A. High Performance Intrusion Detection
Network Intrusion Detection systems (NIDS) are well known source for monitoring inbound and outbound network traffics in order to prevent from DDOS and other types of attacks. Numerous solutions are available for the detection of malicious content in network monitoring systems like Snort [15] , Suricata, BRO [16] are widely used NIDS.Due to continuous growth in network applications, high throughput is needed for the processing of network applications. The emergence of graphics processing units has increasingly in demand for every aspect in network processing [17] applications. A GPU based intrusion detection system, Gnort, Kargus [18] has been developed to accelerate packet processing speeds in NIDS.
The research is inspired with these existing solutions and designed a framework for signature based DPI using GPUs. Gnort and other GPU based DPI solutions are not open source,so we are not aware of its performance comparison with our framework which is open source and available for the research community. We developed it using modular approach which facilitates the integration of any pattern matching algorithm to improve its performance. Our framework is tested on different types of kepler architecture of NVIDIA GPUs like Tegra Tk1, GTX780, Tesla K40.
B. Regular Expression Matching for Deep Packet Inspection
In order to improve the efficiency of signature based NIDS, numerous automaton approaches has been adopted for its effectiveness. Deterministic finite automata (DFA) and nondeterministic finite automata (NFA) are two popular methods used in NIDS. In both approaches, regular expression string matching is done but with different performance and memory usage properties.Regular expression matching on deterministic finite automata (DFA) [19] is used for fast packet processing at wire speed.The researchers proposed DFA estimator and a regular expression based grouping algorithm. The DFA estimator calculates size based on regular expression and grouping algorithm without building actual DFA and showed improvement in terms of memory size and speed. For further enhancing speeds in string matching while controlling memory expense, a finite state machine (FSM) based scheme is developed which scans multiple characters in parallel by running small sized FSMs. This approach reduced the memory consumption cost and thus increased its efficiency. Tunable finite automata (TFA) [20] has solved state explosion and prediction performance problem. TFA allows multiple concurrent active states unlike DFA which allow only one active state, and achieved 98% reduction in memory consumption. The head body finite automaton [11] used multicore general purpose processors (GPP) for parallelism and single instruction multiple data (SIMD) operations. The head body matching is based on pre-defined DFA depth value and head size for partitioning and parallel processing and observed 58% significant increase in throughput.
The research is motivated with the generalized DPI methods [21] and used string matching based on hashing approach using general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs).The hashing method calculates the hash value of each string of currently inspected incoming payload. The hash www.ijacsa.thesai.org value of payload is compared (binary search can be done for matching) byte by byte with the precomputed hash value of corresponding signature patterns. The other approach includes string search algorithm which looks for the occurrences of strings and compared with signature patterns.
C. Packet Processing using GPUs
GPU computing [22] has become an integral part of computing systems.There has been remarkable increase in throughput and performance capabilities of network applications as well. GPUs brought the new prospects for packet processing by offloading [23] , [24] computation needs to the GPUs as it offers extreme thread level parallelism on hundreds of core. Packets are processed in a batch [25] to reduce per packet memory management overhead. Effective packet processing for network application has complex operations like TTL decrement, checksum recalculation, broadcast management, handling of IP options like ICMP or ARP. The network operations needed modular pipeline processing [26] for synchronous and asynchronous packets with in-order execution by leveraging GPUs. The growth of virtualization for network appliances lead the use of software based virtual switches. These virtual switches needed high packet iO rate and a classification scheme for high throughput as the size and dimension of forwarding table is continuously growing in case of SDN. The packet classifiers attained high throughput by ensuring the coalesced memory [27] access in order to reduce latency for off chip memory.
The research is highly inspired with enhanced GPU based CUDA programming techniques which can be used for fast and effective packet processing. We used CUDA function APIs for batch processing of packets. This helped us to increase the packet transfer rate from CPU memory to GPU memory. The batch of packets are sent to GPU memory instead of sending single packet per thread improves the overall performance. The packet offloading from CPU to GPU memory using page locked or pinned memory via asynchronous CUDA functions increased the transfer rate. Another CUDA technique for CPU to GPU transfer is Zero Copy [28] , [29] in which space is allocated to both CPU and GPU and does have to transfer the data, reduces CPU cycles and save memory bandwidth.The memory accesses for pattern matching is coalesced which decreased memory access latency and speedup the packet processing capabilities of the framework.
D. Pattern Matching Algorithms over GPUs
String matching is an important technique for various applications.Traditional string matching algorithms requires backtracking and the comparison process [30] repeatedly effects the efficacy of the algorithm.There are various algorithms for Pattern matching such Aho-Corasick [31] , Boyer-Moore [32] . Middlebox services for network applications typically inspects for known patterns which can be present anywhere in payload. The Aho-Corasick algorithm constructs a DFA and provides an optimal performance as it frequently refers memory and causes large number of cache misses. DFC algorithm [17] resolved this problem by minimizing CPU stalls and maximizing CPU level parallelism. The computation time for processing large number of patterns has been sufficiently decreased by using high end parallel SIMD architecture of GPUs. KMP and Rabin Karp, etc. showed the speedup for pattern matching when integrated with these high end GPUs.
Another GPU based algorithm HMPA [33] outperformed CPU only and GPU only implementations as it adopted the hybrid approach. The packet filtering and full pattern matching is performed by CPU and GPU respectively, but overall performance is limited. For this purpose, a variant of HMPA is designed known as CHMPA [3] which estimates CPU and GPU processing capabilities and self allocates the process at runtime.The varying payload length also become a bottleneck which is resolved by LHMPA [11] .It restricts those packets whose payload length exceeds predefined length bound. The variable length payload for pattern matching is resolved by using a probabilistic data structure bloom filter [1] using multiple hash functions.
The research is encouraged with the recent and efficient algorithms for pattern matching. We used CUDA based KMP and Rabin Karp algorithm. KMP is a single pattern matching algorithm but we developed it as a variant of KMP for multipattern matching.The hashing method for DPI is fulfilled by Rabin Karp algorithm. The GDPI framework used a modular approach that either of algorithm can be selected to identify the overall performance and efficacy of the framework.
E. Machine Learning Methods for DPI
Network traffic classification has become significantly important with rapid growth of current internet network and online applications. Advance Machine Learning techniques provide a new dimension for detection of attacks at various levels. The machine learning techniques such as naive bayes, support vector machine (SVM), C4.5 decision trees have been used for the classification of attacks and observed high accuracy factor with C4.5 [34] classifier. The flow based anomaly detection systems adopted a deep learning approach know as deep neural network [35] and observed 75.5% accuracy and has high potential in software defined network (SDN) environment. The network traffic characterization and application identification can also be achieved through convolutional neural network (CNN) [36] with both encrypted and unencrypted network traffic.
We are highly motivated with this new paradigm for classification of attacks from cyber threats prevention. In this paper, we have not used any machine learning or deep learning techniques but we can incorporate these techniques in our future work.
III. METHODOLOGY
This section explains development design of GDPI using CUDA C programming platform. CUDA is a parallel computing application platform developed by Nvidia to use CUDA enabled graphics processing unit.
A. Packet Capturing at NIC
The packets are generated by an open source network traffic generator tool Ostinato at Network Interface Card (NIC). Fig. 2 shows that the stream of packets are created using cudaStream() API. The API creates stream of packets at CPU memory. The stream of packets is transferred to GPU memory for further processing and reduces the overhead of sending single packet per thread. It increased the packet transfer rate and also decreased the CPU to GPU latency due to asynchronous CUDA function operations.
B. Packet Transfer from CPU to GPU Memory
The CUDA based application framework manages concurrency by executing asynchronous functions for stream processing.The stream of incoming packets is transferred from CPU memory to GPU memory in two ways: the first method is to transfer by using page locked host memory also called pinned memory. The CUDA API is cudaMemcpyAsync() which is a asynchronous transfer and helps improved the transfer rate and reduce the latency from CPU to GPU memory. The second method is to transfer the stream of packets using Zero copy mechanism. The Zero Copy is a way to map host memory and access it directly over PCIe without doing an explicit memory transfer as it allows CUDA kernel to directly access host memory, instead of reading data from GPU global memory. The CUDA API for zero copy is cudaHostGetDevicePointer() creates a memory to access the data between CPU and GPU. We used both methods to transfer the incoming packets and open source signatures to the GPU memory.
C. Pattern Matching
The open source SNORT signature's database is used for the detection of malicious content in packet payload.The hexadecimal format of malicious signature is loaded into CPU memory.The string matching algorithms used for pattern matching are KMP and Rabin Karp. The preprocessing includes the computation of prefix table and hash values of signature over GPU, while using KMP or Rabin Karp, respectively. The modular approach is used and either of the algorithms can be selected for pattern matching.By copying preprocessed signature patterns to GPU's shared memory, reduces read operations while searching using memory coalescing mechanisms. For patterns p1,......pn, and GPU grid consisting of threads t1.....tk, each thread i iterates j times, assigned pattern pi+(j*n) which then applies the searching algorithm on it.
The packet payload is compared by using string matching algorithms developed for GPUs such Rabin Karp and KMP. After the packet is transferred to the GPU memory, a kernel is launched with 4 Blocks of 512 threads by default (unless configured otherwise). Each thread in a grid scans for a specific malicious signature using the selected algorithm KMP or Rabin Karp and then returns the action to be performed on the packet. The performance is increased due to coalesced memory access technique together with shared memory. The results are copied back to host. The respective stream managing thread then analyze the result. In case of malicious content found in payload of the packet, the connection is closed by sending a reset control signal TCP RST and TCP FIN to both end points to finally close the connection.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
The framework is initially tested on NVIDIA Tegra TK1, a mobile embedded system with 192 cores and 2GB of memory. We also evaluated GDPI on commodity hardware with Ubuntu server 14.0.4 with linux kernel installed on it.The supported programming platform CUDA 7.5 is installed for GPU programming. These machines are equipped with NVIDIA GTX 780 with 2304 cores and NVIDIA Tesla K40c with 2880 cores. The memory installed in these commodity hardware is 8GB.
A. Packet Streams
Initially, the incoming packets is sent to GPU using single packet per thread by varying grid configuration (blocks, threads). Fig. 3 shows the packet processing time with different number of blocks and threads configuration of a grid. We observed the time taken for packet processing on signature pattern set of 1000 and 10,000. Initially, the grid is launched with single block and 100 threads and then gradually the grid configuration is varied. The packet processing speed is gradually increased and showed improved performance as shown in Fig. 3 .
After that we implemented stream processing through asynchronous CUDA function API cudaStream(). The API created the stream of packets and then transfer to GPU memory. The stream processing of packets showed the performance improvement when compared with single packet per thread. Fig. 4 shows the number of packets processed per second on pattern set of 1,000 and 10,000, respectively. The processing time of packet streams reduced the overhead of sending single packet per thread.The packet streams has clearly showed significant increase in packet processing time.
B. Packet Transfer using Pinned Memory and Zero Copy
The incoming packets stream transferred from CPU to GPU memory using pinned memory and zero copy mechanism. The packet stream transfer rate is improved using zero copy.The incoming packets and pattern sets are in shared memory of GPU. Fig. 5 shows that multiple streams are sent to the GPU shared memory for comparison with pattern sets.The packets processing time using zero copy with shared memory showed an increase in performance as compared to non-zero copy.
C. Pattern Matching using Memory Coalescing
The signature patterns were copied from device global memory to shared memory for patterns to be compared with incoming packet streams. When malicious signature patterns copied to shared memory. Fig. 6 shows that the memory coalescing technique together with zero copy and patterns reside in shared memory increased the overall performance of packet processing. Fig. 7 shows the single packet processing time is evaluated on CPU cores and different NVIDIA GPUs kepler architecture like, Jetson Tk1, GTX780 and Tesla K40 with pattern matching algorithms, KMP and Rabin Karp. GDPI framework showed improved results on Tesla GPU with Rabin Karp algorithm.
D. DPI Module Performance on Hetrogeneous GPUs

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposed a framework GDPI for signature based deep packet inspection using GPUs. The framework GDPI scans incoming packet for the detection of malicious content in the payload of packet using Snort signatures. The framework is designed using a modular programming approach so any of the pattern matching algorithm can be integrated to observe the performance improvements.The implementation is mainly focused on the recent GPU programming techniques such as stream processing, memory overlapping methods zero copy, etc. and observed speedup in packet transfer from from CPU to GPU memory. The asynchronous nature of CUDA operations violates the serialization process. The use of shared memory where patterns and packets are copied reduced read operations from global memory. The memory coalescing technique also resulted in reduction of bandwidth and thus speedup the matching process which is considered as main bottleneck in DPI systems. The framework is tested on heterogeneous kepler architectures of NVIDIA GPUs such as Tegra Tk1, GTX 780 and Tesla K40. The experiment results achieved maximum speed of packet processing when tested over Tesla K40 with Rabin Karp algorithm. The GDPI framework is open source for research community for further investigation.
As network security is of vital concern for cloud and bigdata applications.The research community is continuously working on recent methods and practices for deep packet inspection. Machine learning (ML) and deep learning (DL) techniques providing a new paradigm to Network Intrusion Detection Systems. ML and DL techniques are used for the classification of attacks in order to prevent from cyber threats. Network intrusion detection systems performance needs improvement in terms of accuracy, which can be achieved with the use of deep learning techniques for intrusion or fraud detection. These systems can be implemented and tested in real time SDN environment to evaluate the effectiveness of the system in terms of accuracy, latency, and throughput. The proposed GDPI framework is not using any machine leaning or deep learning classification techniques such as support vector machine and deep convolutional neural network (DNN). The incorporation of these techniques can significantly increase the effectiveness of the proposed framework in real time environment.
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